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Dear Dr Ghadwick 

Port Waratah Coal Services (PWCS) Limited and Newcastre Coal Infrastructure Group (NCIG) 
applications for authorisation A91110-A91112 - interested party consultation. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above applioation which seeks ACCC authorisation 
of a staged approach to manage the allocation of coal chain capacity amongst coal producers 
exporting through the PWCS and NCIG coal terminals. Ail partfcipants In the Hunter Valley coal 
supply cham have been party to the PWCS and NCIG discuss~ons on the proposed allocation 
arrangements to replace the Capacity Balancing System which expfres on 31 December 2008. 

On balance, URNational Goal suppork the application put forward.by.PVllCS, and NCiG. The two 
staged approach presents an appropriate pafhway to provide access to terminal capacity and 
management of the vessel queue while the detailed arrangements for a longer term solution for the 
benefit of the Hunter Valley coal supply chain can be f i l i sed .  The monfhly reporting framework 
through to the ACCC will also provide greater visibility around the progress being made by industry in 
establishing that long term solution. QRNational Coal believes the application put fonvard is 
consistent with the principles of distributing available coal chain capacity in an equitable, transparent 
and accountable manner. 

The administration of the PWCS Tonnage Allocation Stage 1 

Stage 1 is supported on the basis that if is proposed as a short ten solution. Thisis because the 
proposed short term solution does have flow-on costs to other elements of the coal supply chain. In 
particular, by allocating available coal chain capacity at the producer level rather than at the mine 
specific level, the process does remove a level of flexibiliiy~from a rail operator's mode of operations. 
As you would be aware, historically, rail haulage contracts are based on specific mine origin 
destinations, thereby allowing a rail operator to plan with some confidence the level of above rail 
resources required to efficiently deliverits haulage services to meet contracted tonnages. In Contrast. 
by allocating capacity at the producer level, a rail operator does not gain certainty on its resourcing 
needs until the producer has indicated how it intends to allocate its available coal chain capacity 
amongst its specific mines. While the impact is usually not significant, the monthly allocation amongst 
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the larger producers does create some short term resourcing issues for a rail operator Accordingly, 
QRNational Coal is only comfortable with continuing to absorb costs assonated wtth these short tern 
resourcing issues on the bass that this issue will be addressed through the development of a long 
term solution 

The devaloprnent of the PWCS Tonnage Alloeatlon Stage 2 

Stage 2 is supported on the basis that it creates an incentive framework built around a tlmeframe for 
finalisation A longer term capacity allocation solution is a necessary preconditian to the 
maximisation of coal throughput out of the HunterValley coal supply &ham. The proposed approach 
will ensure an aiignment of available coal capaclt) in t\e Hunter Valley supply chain wl?h the pert 
capacity through PWCS and NCIG. Ir will also remove the abi ity for key stakeholders to game 
capacity rights between the key infrastructure nodes in the supply chain. 

The application has outl~ned Stage 2 in terms of a process to be followed. QRNational Coal would 
iike to take this opportunity to reiterate its fundamental concern that any Stage 2 solution must 
administer the allocatiw, of availabie coal chain capacity on a mine by mine basis rather than at a 
producer level. A mine by mlne allocat~on approach is requ~red to provide rail operators with the 
commercial and operational confidence they need to identify the appropriate level of resources 
(roflingstock and crew) needed to deliver their customers' existing and growth tonnages QRNational 
Coal believes this approach will enabie the ident~fication Of available coal chain capacity to be aligned 
w~th both port and rail capacity, thereby improv~ng the utilisation and performance of rail services to 
maximise the wa l  export throughput in the Hunter Vaiiey coal supply chain 

If you have any further queries or require more infonation please feel free to contact Warren Gouid, 
Executive Manager NSW Coal on telephone 0407 106 088. 

Yours sincerely 

Group General Manager / 
QRNational Coal 


